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Abstract

Many studies have showed the job satisfaction level and the loyalty to their organizations yet these researches have not been conducted in the developing countries. The purpose of the study is to find the job satisfaction level, its impact on loyalty and the factors affecting it, to help efficient and effective management system in the developing countries like Pakistan. A model was developed which includes the factors affecting job satisfaction, their relations and effects on job loyalty. Questionnaire was developed to collect the data for job satisfaction level in various organizations. Convenient sampling was used and 148 questionnaires were filled from the employees of different private and public organizations. Statistically, Reward and recognition and workplace environment were most influencing factors to Job satisfaction, but participation in decision making and job satisfaction has insignificant relationship. Moreover, there is also positive relation between job satisfaction and job loyalty. Human resource management (HRM) claims to measure job satisfaction in developed or multi-national companies. Definitely, in under developed countries like Pakistan, these applications are rarely used. So, this paper supports use of HRM applications in the developing countries. It will help managers to better understand satisfaction level of employees and can motivate them.
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1. Introduction

For almost all organizations, employees are the vital resource and they represent an important investment, if they are satisfied and loyal to their jobs. Based on the organization’s policy, management develops their bonus packages, appraisal and work system and training programs. Basically, these are designed to gain their loyalty for the organization and which leads to highest satisfaction level to their jobs. The longer an employee works in an organization the more valuable it will be and they will be loyal and satisfied with their jobs.

From the past researches, the key organizational objective is Job satisfaction and is essential for higher competitive level and organizational success (Garcia Bernal et al., 2005). Defining the “Satisfaction” is, “final state of a psychological process” (Garcia-Bernal et al., 2005). There is no worldwide definition of “job satisfaction”, but it is a multi-dimensional concept which includes asset of favorable or unfavorable feelings, which the employees perceive from their jobs. (Davis and Newstrom, 1999). Job satisfaction is a new term, which tells that how much any person is satisfied and contented with their job. In past times jobs are not available like todays. People’s jobs are already fixed what their ancestors were doing or what profession they belong to.

Job satisfaction can also be observed general attitude of the employee towards his or her job. This shows that how much an employee is satisfied by his or her job. Locke (1976) explained job satisfaction as positive influence of employees towards their job. Job satisfaction has become the most significant and repeatedly studied attitude in the field of management.
sciences. According to Mitchel & Larsel Hoppock (1987) job satisfaction is the combined reactions based on psychological, physiological and environmental orders or disorders which makes an employee to say that he or she is satisfied or not. Robbins (2005) on the other hand explained that job satisfaction is all about the feelings of a person about his or job. Job satisfaction is a particular view of the work with which employees views their job and this view is affected by favorable and unfavorable feelings and attachments of one’s work (Newstrom, 2007).

In the eyes of Wanous and Lawler (1972) job satisfaction is the effective direction towards desired results. Some researchers defined job satisfaction as the feelings of employees about their job (Arches, 1991). Cranny et al (1992) indicated that it is all about reactions of the employees good or bad which are the results of comparison of actual and desired results.

Loyalty as defined in Encyclopedia Britannica (1998) is how much a person have attachment to a particular object, further that object can be anything; a person, a group of persons, an ideal, a particular job, or any cause which makes him or her to show devotion. Loyalty itself expresses by the persons struggle for doing good things for that particular object, such actions that shows his or her interest in that object.

Employees’ loyalty is often viewed as the attitude towards a particular organization. Meyer & Allen (1991) however argued that loyalty is not so much the attitude that is important in organization but the action is of great impact. Solomon (1992) establishes that employee’s loyalty is the eagerness to stay touched with the organization.

Employee loyalty is an organizational citizenship behavior that reflects the all allegiance to the organization to the promotion of its interests and image to the outsiders. (Bentten Court, Gwinner and Meuter, 2001). We can say that an employee is loyal to his or her organization when he shows commitment and believes that it is the best option for him or her to work for the organization.

Job Satisfaction is a major factor to enhance and maintain the overall yield of organization and the job loyalty by efficient service and better performance. Many researchers have created the links between job satisfaction and other factors like stress and burnout, motivation, turnover intention workplace environment, organizational commitment, empowerment, performance, turnover intention and personal characteristics. (Chen, 2006; Fair brother and Warn, 2003; Furnham et al., 2002; Gaertner, 1999; Ghiselli et al., 2001; Jernigan et al., 2002; Karatepe et al., 2006; Lam et al., 2001; Linz, 2003; Silva, 2006; Spence Laschinger et al., 2002; Tepeci and Bartlett, 2002; Tsigilis et al., 2004).

Porter and Steers (1973) argued that job satisfaction reflects the aggregate level of net worker prospects and they remain loyal to their jobs. Employees want some other benefits along with their jobs like promotion, pay, autonomy etc. These benefits and range of their preferences may be different for every job but if these benefits remains unmet then their satisfaction level will decline and lead to the withdrawal behavior.

Objectives of the study is to develop standardize and measures to evaluate job satisfaction and job loyalty. And what factors affect the satisfaction level of job. To find out the factors
affecting satisfaction of job and which directly affect the loyalty level. Also identify new areas for further research. Some researches on job satisfaction have been addressed different variables into two categories: personal traits of employees and the job characteristics (Reiner and Zhao, 1999). In this study we will check the characteristics which affect the satisfaction level of job.

2. Literature review

In this study we mainly focus on satisfaction level of job and Job loyalty, the factors affecting job satisfaction. Also some other variables have been discussed here which affect satisfaction level on job.

2.2. Job satisfaction and loyalty

The Loyalty of the employees mean that he is willing to work in that organization where he is already work, he try their best for the success of the organization and he think to do work in that organization it is the best option for him. He decided not to leave and nor any plan to go in some other organization (The Loyalty Research Center, 1990). It is just like a behavior of citizenship who tries to increase the value of firm, its image as well as develop interest in outsiders mind (Bentten Court, Gwinner and Meuter, 2001).

According to Garcia –Bernal et al (2005), “The last state of psychological Process is called satisfaction”. We should be defined job satisfaction in that context which is may be accepted as: The feelings of the employees and attitude in relation with job components such as the environment where he work, work place conditions, rewards such as salary and bonuses and job itself (Glisson and Durick, 1988; Kim et al., 2005).

In last, few years in the major organization, the employee’s satisfaction and job satisfaction apparent to be a prerequisite for spirited levels of quality and organizational success has become a major objective (Garcia-Bernal et al. 2005). In the most of researches, it is define that if the behavior of the organization and environment of the organization is fit and the environment of the person dominates it (Mottaz, 1985; Kristof, 1996), it means the employees do their work in given time, values and characteristics of a person is high, than the degree of job satisfaction is positive.

According to the Walker (2005), relationship between job satisfaction and job loyalty would be positive if the organization provides different opportunities such as learn, grow and clear established career path. There is strong correlation between employee satisfaction and employee loyalty based on these variables, recognition and rewards, working conditions, relationship with supervisor teamwork (Fosam et al 1998). According to the McCusker&Wolfman (1998); McGuiness, (1998); Selnow&Gibert, (1997); Vardi et al, (1989) there is relationship between job satisfaction and job loyalty on the basis of these values honesty, trust, respect for others etc.. So on the basis of previous research there is positive relation between job satisfaction and job loyalty.

H1. Job satisfaction has a positive impact on the job loyalty.
2.2. Participation in decision making

According to Knoop (1995), giving the power to make decisions with them to meet ultimate objectives is Participation in Decision making (PDM). Participation in decision making means to provide an opportunity and give importance to their employee thinking whether they are unequal hierarchy. According to previous research suggest that high level of job satisfaction can be gained from participation in decision making. (Cotton et al., 1988, p. 17). It is very important to note that employee like to participate in decision making and this participation lead to job satisfaction. According to (Richie and Miles, 1970) participation in decision making fulfill the need of employees ego and employee behavior will be more cooperative towards organizational objectives and goals. According to (Black and Gregersen, 1997; job satisfaction has been increased by PDM. we can say that when employee involved as a part of important information and planning processes, his level of satisfaction will be high and higher motivation will lead to higher job satisfaction.

The previous research shows that job satisfaction, increase due to participation in decision making (Pearson and Duffy, 1999). According to (Wager, 1994), Coch and French (1949) there is a relationship between participation in decision making and how they influence on job satisfaction. Luthans, (2005), Moorhead and Grifcin (2004), give a statement in his research shows that when the employee participate in decision making their level of absenteeism decreased, improved performance, organizational commitment greatly improved and job turnover decreases, whether job satisfaction increased. PDM have greater impact on job satisfaction because employee know his importance and feel power when they have authority to contribute its mental skills in any decision for the betterment of organization. PDM directly or indirectly effect the job satisfaction. PDM will also lead to influence to job characteristics, like effort, reward and performance, and job characteristics influence the job satisfaction.

H2: There is a significant relationship of PDM and job satisfaction.

2.3. Empowerment

Now days due to the high national and international competition the employers are showing positive behavior towards employee empowerment. different authors has described the concept of empowerment from different sides such as Hales and klidas (1998) has explained the concepts from the relationship and belongings aspects they said that the empowerment means to give knowledge, facts and authority to the colleagues. Empowerment includes giving employees freedom of actions to make decision how they go about their daily activities (Carless, 2004; Hass, 2010). all the business related and research related persons believe that the persons who are employees are the competitive advantage for the organizations (Etzioni; 1961, Siegall and Gardner; 2000). the concept of giving authority and freedom to the people who are employee can be searched easily from different places, as per companion approach (Lewin, 1951) join two categories of work in a planed process. The belief of improving the quality of job (Herzburg, Mausner et al., 1959; Harzberg, 1968) was
focusing on enhancing the authority and participation in decision making in one’s job. It is fact that before 1990 the idea of giving authority to the employee could only be approached by means of articles in which certain information or we can say the knowledge is given for instance partake management, how to control the standard of product, personal development and strategic planning (Sullivan, 1994).

If we took a view of articles in which the concept of employee empowerment is used as a key term we can see that this concept hasn’t specific direction or limitation it can be used to explain individual as well as the organizational one (Honold, 1997). If we want to get desired results such as effectiveness of organization and management according to the leadership aspect we can achieve these results by empowering our subordinates this action is also called employee empowerment (Bennis, 1989 et al). Another direction of employee empowerment in the detailed examination of inside authority and command of an organization showed that by giving information about facts and authority to the subordinate enhance the organizational effectiveness (Kanter, 1979; Tannenbaum, 1968).

It is fact that lot of definitions on the concept of employee empowerment is available but the mutual consensus on the all aspects of the concept is not available (Lee and Koh, 2001; Peccei and Rosenthal, 2001). A research shows the relationship among different constructs for instance it is believe that as the authority of the employee increased his internal motivation is also increased and by increasing level of job satisfaction the job stress can be decreased (Menon, 1995). A research shows that the employee empowerment and job satisfaction has positive relationship (Bordin, Bartram, Gian, 2007).

H3: There is a significant relationship between empowerment and job satisfaction.

2.4. Reward and Recognition

Many types of programs exist for the reward and recognition of the employees. According to Bowen (2002) a reward is something given or received against for a service. Benefits received by the workers doing their jobs are included in reward (Kalleberg 1977, Mottaz1988). In simple words, a tangible gift which is given to one who has contributed something in organization. It can be of any form, a candy or monetary base. Reward can be given formally or informally or for completion of specific task. The acknowledgment of one’s contribution to the organization in the eyes of public is called recognition (Bowen, 2002). One of the vital factors, which effect the job satisfaction, is reward and recognition. Maurer (2001) emphasized that we should consider the link between organizational successes as the consequence of employee job satisfaction. Reward and recognition is proved key factors, which influence the employee job satisfaction (Jun et al., 2006). No reward system and lack of recognition for completing the tasks, is the result of poor system, which is prevailing in typical organizations, such system that hinders in the way of supervisors to encourage their workers for doing a good job (Pascoe et al., 2002). Simply, poor reward and recognition system reduces job satisfaction. Cronin and Becherer (1999) emphasized that there is significant relation between reward and recognition and Jobsatisfaction as study conducted.
on nurses. There exist two major categories of reward; extrinsic and intrinsic. In our study our focus revolves around extrinsic factors of reward system. Helms (2006) emphasized that extrinsic reward such as money and promotions are motivating factors for employees. Extrinsic reward as described by many researchers are all those tangible reward that organizations try to provide their workers for keeping them motivated and satisfied, like promotion, benefits, job security, pay, better working conditions (Kallberg, 1977; Mottaz, 1985; Price and Muller, 1986; Tausky, 1984). For getting good results, management should develop such reward and recognition system, which will enhance satisfaction of employees. The literature review regarding reward and recognition, we finally developed the hypothesis as:

H3: There is significant and positive relationship between reward and recognition and job satisfaction.

2.5. Work Place Environment

In the beginning, physical environment of working was generally termed as "working conditions." Herzberg (1966) stated these working conditions as ventilation, lighting, tools, space, and other related environmental features, the amount of work and the facilities of the institution. Some other studies also analyzed the lighting effect, air quality and other parameters on physical health like fatigues, headache, pain, eye and nose, throat, skin irritation.


For the office environment lighting is very essential component, Brill (1984) analyzed that appropriate quantity of light and the lighting's quality are not independent factors. Brill (1984) also indicated that environmental conditions of air and temperature affect a person's perception of comfort. Sundstrometal. (1994) measured that disorder by noise from combined sources correlate inversely with composite measures of both environmental and job satisfaction.

Donald and Siu (2001) created the link between workplace environment, mental and physical well-being of employee and job satisfaction. Many other researchers also found the significant and positive linkage between environmental satisfaction, indoor environment and the job satisfaction. (Veitch et al., 2007; Tack and Patitu, 1992; Oldham and Fried, 1987; Carlopio, 1992; Wells, 2000; De Croon et l., 2005).

Brill et al. (2001) analyzed that all the factors of workplace environment together accounts for 24% on job satisfaction level. But this study does not include work experience factors. On the other sideEllickson and Logson (2002) studied 14 factors as prospective predictors and explaining about 52% of variance for job satisfaction. However, Lee and Brand (2005) did
not find any relationship between environmental factors and job satisfaction and argued that it is due to missing the mediating relationship.

Based on this information, there appear to be many diverse factors that affect job satisfaction from physical work environment. Several studies have been conducted but there is still need to enhance the job satisfaction from work environment.

**H5: Working environment has a significant and positive effect on job satisfaction.**

2.6. Proposed model

Figure1: proposed model

3. Research Methodology

The present research is descriptive in nature. We can explain descriptive research as to describe a phenomenon or a situation. In descriptive research we describe the existing phenomenon rather than making any judgments. The core objective of descriptive research is to verify the hypotheses that are developed on the basis literature review.

3.1. Sample data

For analyzing the job loyalty and impact of factors on job satisfaction level, a sample of 148 employees were taken from different departments; teachers, professor, administration, bankers, office employees both from public and private sectors. These samples have been taken from different institutions and organizations in Bahawalpur Pakistan.

This research was taken as a non-probability sampling technique that was a convenience sampling. Convenience sampling is the sampling technique in which samples were taken that
were conveniently available (Zikmund, 1997) and to collect data speedily and economically (Lym et al., 2010)

For the better sample size, a 95% confidence level is used that tells that 5% of the result may vary from actual results. The 95% confidence level is good level for the level of margin (Niles, 2006).

3.2. Instrument and measures

This survey study focuses on two major aspects: first one is to find the relationship of job satisfaction to job loyalty and the second one is to collect information about other factors which influence the job satisfaction level.

The survey contains two sections. Section 1st includes the personal and demographic factors like gender, age, income and education. Section 2 includes the variables of the study. These variables includes participation in decision making, empowerment, reward and recognition and work place environment, job satisfaction and the job loyalty.

The scales of the study were taken from the published research papers and the literature. The scales for Job satisfaction and Job loyalty were taken from Wright, T.A and Cropanzano, R. (1998) and Chen Z.X et al., 1998 respectively. For the independent factors PDM, Reward and recognition, Empowerment and Workplace environment were taken from studies of Schutte et al., (1998), RoshanLevina Roberts (2005) Tsung-hsien et al., (2010) and Lee 2006 respectively.

3.3. Procedures

The questionnaire was distributed for getting response among various types of employees as mentioned above. Total 170 respondents were approached. Before getting respondent’s view the purpose of study was briefly explained for the sake of understanding and clear response. Out of 170 questionnaires, 148 were selected for further analysis due to incomplete response remaining 22 was not included. In next step filled responses were added into SPSS sheet for further analysis.

3.4. Reliability Analysis

The results of analysis shows that the cronbach’s alpha for all the scales were greater than 0.7 which is enough for the acceptable level, as the recommended value is 0.5 by Nunnally (1970) and 0.60 by Moss et al. (1990). It shows that all the 39 items were reliable.
Table 1: Reliability of measurement Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scales</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Cronbach Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workplace Environment</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward &amp; Recognition</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in Decision making</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job loyalty</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Profile of Respondents

Information about the personal and demographic factors; gender, age income, educational level and the variables of the research paper along with their frequencies; Reward and recognition, empowerment, workplace environment, PDM, job satisfaction and Job loyalty were included in the following table.

Table 2: Profile of the Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>79.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-30 Years</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-40 Years</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40-50 Years</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-60 Years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above 60 Years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below 15000</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15000-25000</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25000-35000</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35000-45000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45000-55000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 55000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matriculation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS / M. Phil</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2. Hypothesis testing

#### 4.2.1. Work Place environment to Job satisfaction

The regression results of the study reveals positive and significant relation between the workplace environment and Job satisfaction level, with ($\beta=0.257$) and ($p<0.001$). From these results, workplace environment contributes 25.7% to job satisfaction level. These results of the study validate H5.

#### 4.2.2. Reward & Recognition to Job satisfaction

Regression analysis job satisfaction tells us that job satisfaction and reward & recognition has strong and significant relationship, with ($\beta=0.498$) and ($p<0.001$). These results tell that reward and recognition contribute 49.8% to job satisfaction. These analyses validate the hypothesis H4.

#### 4.2.3. Empowerment to Job satisfaction

From the results of study it was found that job satisfaction and empowerment has significant and positive relation, with ($\beta=0.169$) and ($p<0.05$). This means that empowerment contributes 16.9% to the job satisfaction, so from these results we validate hypothesis H3.

#### 4.2.4. Participation in Decision making to Job satisfaction

From the results it is found that there is insignificant relation between PDM and job satisfaction which has ($\beta=0.039$) and ($p>0.05$). Based on these results we concluded that the hypothesis H2 is rejected and has no significant value.

#### 4.2.5. Job satisfaction to Job loyalty

While taking in account the significance of ultimate effect of job satisfaction to job loyalty,
The results of current study shows that it has a strong relationship between them yet job loyalty has only one variable behind it with ($\beta=0.557$) and ($p<0.001$). It employs that job satisfaction contributes 55.7% to job loyalty. These results validate H1.

**Table 3: Regression Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Model Variables</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>J. L. $\leftarrow$ J.S.</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>8.097</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>J.S. $\leftarrow$ P.D.M.</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>Not Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>J.S. $\leftarrow$ Emp.</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>J.S. $\leftarrow$ R. &amp; R.</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>6.633</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>J.S. $\leftarrow$ W.P.E.</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>3.292</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Structure Model Result
5. Discussion and Recommendations:

The main objective of this paper is to analyze the critical factors which affect the job satisfaction and its impact on job loyalty. Job Satisfaction has four main factors which are Participation in decision making, empowerment, reward and recognition, work place environment.

Reward and Recognition was the first major factor that affect job satisfaction with a value of its regression is 0.498 and (p<0.001). Organizations have to develop formal reward based systems to encourage the involvement in jobs. Recognition of excellence on related efforts by any employee, department should be rewarded as a means of supporting particular performance level. Reward system should be prepared in the organization based on individual performance.

In this research workplace environment was the second most important factor which affect the job satisfaction level. Workplace environment has a significant value with (β=0.257; p<0.00). Job satisfaction can be influenced by the quality of the physical environment in which they fulfill in their work. Whether work is physical or cognitive, it is performed in an environment that includes both physical and social aspects. Working conditions include satisfactory work space, appropriate lighting, noise, thermal environment, usability-related issues and office equipment. Ergonomic design of office workplaces increases the organization performance. Management should create a new concept for work environments to improve worker effectiveness.

For creating the satisfaction level of Job, a high level of empowerment and reward based system must be given by the management. Empowerment is the third important factor which effect job satisfaction level with (β= 0.169; p<0.05). Involvement of empowered employees is due to the quality improvement processes. Without empowerment systems most employees’ involvement fails whether organizations use suggestion system or regular meetings or not. When organizations apply leadership development they should include empowerment techniques as the key constituent of these programs.

The last factor participation in decision making was found from the analysis insignificant with (β=0.039; p>0.05). Due to the factor, employees don’t want to participate in any of the work and management decisions. Or the organizations don’t want the employees to participate in any of decision makings. They want to be structured job with minimal changes in their work especially in smaller cities like Bahawalpur. So management has to encourage and motivate employees to participate in every decisions of the organization.

A satisfied worker can also be a loyal to his organization, from the study it was found that single factor of job satisfaction contribute 55.7% to job loyalty with (β=0.557; p<0.001) which is a handsome relation between two. Some other factors also are there which help in job loyalty yet management have to try to enhance the satisfaction level so employees will be loyal to their jobs and organizations also.
6. Conclusion and limitation

Number of studies has been worked out to identify the satisfaction level in job and the loyalty of job from the satisfaction level. These factors have been revealed from many past researches but information is still insufficient. For the reason, a conceptual model is developed to verify the influencing factors of Job satisfaction in developing country like Pakistan.

Job satisfaction (JS) is a widely accepted factor for success of any organization; the study focuses on the JS and its influencing factors and also the relation to loyalty to their jobs. Four factors of JS have been taken namely; participation in decision making, empowerment, reward and recognition, workplace environment. The results of study clearly show that there is positive and strong relation between JS to job loyalty. More than half of the job loyalty is due to the JS level. Most affecting factors to job satisfaction are reward and recognition, workplace environment and empowerment, yet PDM is insignificant to Job satisfaction. In the modeling, statistically there is significant relationship between independent variables and JS.

This study has some of the limitations. As the analysis of this study shows that there is JS and job loyalty has positive and significant relationship yet they can’t be generalized to whole population in Pakistan due to the sample size is confined not only to small geographical area but sample is also small. So if the sample size and the area of study are increased the results will be more significant and accurate. It cannot be said that JS is only backed by these four factors yet there are many other factors which was not taken in this study.

In spite of some above mentioned limitations, this study contributes some to literature, as it is conducted in the organizations of small city of a developing country Pakistan. This study gives contribution to both academic and business employees in understanding of Job satisfaction and loyalty. This study helps managers that how JS of an employee can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of an organization. Some other factors can also be taken to enhance the JS which can be further studied like turnover, training, teamwork, job security, employee performance, etc.
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